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(Abstract.)
It is now a question whether wind-scour under the stimulus of a typi
cally arid climate is not actually the most potent and persistent of the
erosive agencies. Under favorable conditions its general efficiency must
greatly exceed that of stream-action in normally moist lands. At any
rate, erosionally, its world's work is probably surpassed neither by that
of hydrasion nor of glaciation.
Notwithstanding the fact that the eolative processes are as sharply
defined in their operations as are the several phases of either of the other
two great erosive agencies it is mainly only some of the minor trans-
portative features which usually attract attention. Even in regions of
their maximum efficiency, and where often they are almost the sole
erosive agent, their most striking results are frequently mistaken for
mere idle shifting of desert sands. The most recent observations in desert
and semi-arid regions strongly emphasize the great importance and vast-
ness of the depositional products of eolation.
Under various titles are the different phases of erosional processes
considered. The majority of the terms are rather loosely applied and
usually refer to complex phenomena rather than to a single simple activ-
%' For present purposes these terms appear to be best restricted to
the following scheme :
OENEBAL. WATER WIND ICE
Erosion Hydrasion Eolation Glaciation
Weathering Decomposition ....Insolation Refrigeration
frajwportotion ' . . Flotation Deflation Crystportation
Deposition Sedimentation Aeroposition Morainization
For the general geologic work of the winds W. J. McGee 's term eola-
tlon appears to be the happiest expression.
Under climatic conditions of aridity the phenomenon of rock-weather-
mS is influenced so little by the action of chemical decay that the prod 1
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ucts may be regarded as entirely mechanically formed, and as mainly
accomplished by means of the sun 's rays causing great daily fluctuations
of temperature. Insolation is the most appropriate title for this dis
tinctive phenomenon. Through means of it rock materials are prepared
for transportation by the winds as effectually as chemical decomposition
prepares them for movement by streams. The vast extent to which this
particular process goes on under favorable conditions is often difficult to
fully appreciate.
In the consideration of desert erosion the main interest concerning
wind-work centers about the transportation of rock-waste and hence the
deflative phases absorb principal attention.
Judging from the literature on the subject the depositional effects of
wind-action are geologically of small import. Even the eolian origin of
such deposits as the loess is still often questioned. Only upon the ephe
meral sand-dunes of the sea-shore and of the deserts is there general
agreement of opinion as to the adequacy of wind-action to produce them.
The erosive phenomena of the dry regions of the globe are mainly
viewed only within the domains of the deserts themselves. The prin
cipal depositional products are not to be sought within the boundaries
of the arid tracts but outside of them ; in the same way that the prin
cipal areas for the final resting place of sediments is not looked for
within the limits of stream-basins but beyond in the sea, where the
physical conditions are entirely different.
Contrary to general opinion typical and prevailing desert deposits
are not gravels and coarse materials, but sands and porous clay-like ma
terials, of which loess and adobe are the most familiar representatives.
In size the component grains are about half-way between that of sand
and that of clay. Size and character of grain should be made an im
portant criterion for distinguishing water-laid from wind-formed de
posits.
Areas of proposition are determined by three chief circumstances.
Large rivers traversing desert tracts carry much of the coarse material
constantly blown into them, as in the cases of the Nile, the Rio Grande
and the Volga river. In its final resting place little of such material
can be properly called an eolic deposit.
The important eolian deposits are on the leeward side of the deserts,
where the exported dusts come to rest under moister climatic conditions.
Such deposits are probably very much more extensive than there is at
present time any adequate notion of. Some of the so-called fresh-water
tertiaries of the Great Plains instead of being either sediments of vast
lakes existing during periods of moister climates than at present, or 2
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even of fluviatile origin, have every appearance of being mainly eolic in
character. Although thickest near the Rocky Mountain front these
deposits in gradually lessening volume doubtless extend eastward be
yond the Mississippi river. In the Caspian district, in the northern China
region, along the Nile, on the west coast of northern Africa, and on the
Pacific coast of the northern half of South America similar conditions
appear to prevail.
A third class of deposits are those representing wind-blown dusts which
are laid down in the seas bordering desert lands. The origin of the vast
boraciferous formations of Tertiary and Quaternary ages occurring in
the Santa Clara valley, the Mojave basin and Death valley of southern
California has been thus explained. These deposits are from 5,000 to
8,000 feet in thickness. They now occupy an unbroken belt 100 miles
wide and more than 300 miles long ; representing the position of a great
shallow arm of the Pacific ocean. Playa deposits are another and more
ephemeral phase of wind-blown desert dusts accumulating in very shal
low bodies of water.
A notable example of the work of the process as it is going on at the
present time is in the region about the Gulf of California. In this great
valley, once occupied by the sea northward to the latitude of the Death
valley, deposition has been continuous ever since Early Tertiary times.
The great thickness of the so-called "river wash," from 1,200 to 2,000
feet deep, reported from many of the intermont plains of southern Ari
zona and southeastern California is, in all probability, mainly the un
consolidated deposits of the character mentioned, mingled at various
horizons with the coarse materials of arroyo out-wash. With this view
in mind these "plains deposits" need full investigation anew. Undis
turbed by local water-work typical desert plains appear generally to
have rock-floors at no very great depths beneath the surface of the
ground.
As shown more fully in another place such deposits as the Mojave des
ert boraciferous clays appear to afford quantitative data for the deter
mination of the duration of eolic erosion and the corresponding extent
of Eeroposition.
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